
Spring into Kaiteriteri

Spring is a season of renewal, and there's no
better place to embrace the rebirth of
nature than at Kaiteriteri Recreation
Reserve.

Read more

Love Kaiteriteri & Tiaki

Here's the latest in our love Kaiteriteri & tiaki
series of blogs. This time we highlight what
you can do to be prepared for your
adventures into our amazing National Parks.

Read more

Trips Ideas and Itineraries

Kaiteriteri is  the perfect place to base
yourself for easy exploration of the very
best the Nelson Tasman region has to o�er,
beyond the beach. Here's a few ideas within
a 1hr drive.
....Read more 

Don't Miss Out on the Fun 

The excitement is building and tickets are
selling fast. Here's a tip for young
families....to avoid the long swim from the
beach, book at low tide and simply walk
most of the way to the waterpark.
....Book Now

Meet Guest Services

Our Guest Services Manager is the heart and
soul of hospitality at Kaiteriteri Beach. With a
warm smile and an unwavering commitment
to guest satisfaction, Angie and her team
are here to ensure that everyone has a great
stay in Kaiteriteri.
.... Watch Video

Campground Update
Our team are doing a great job preparing the
campground for summer, including removing
those painful prickles from the grass,
levelling sites and regular mowing and
weeding. 
The campground takes a beating over
summer, so we would ask those joining us to
consider what they bring to Kaiteriteri to
reduce the impact on the ground and the
environment. Light footprint camping. 

Home Stay Play Packages

Beyond the Beach
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